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POPULARITY
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Pflfce 6

Pafce 2

Setting The Pace In A Progressive Era

Eastern Growsln Its University Status

Federal Grant
Supplemnts Moore
Building Construction
«Up John C. Watts, D-Ky..
Mi announced that the U.S. Offlat erf Education has awarded a
""■marital grant of S96.340 to
lor construction of the
Science Building.
notified
President
fat R. Martin by telegram
the additional funds had
I approved for work on the
I mllUon physical science
• Biology building.
fa three-story, air-conditioned
hfaiding. named to honor Dr.
W. J. Moore, dean of the faculty
from 1944 to 19$*, ia scheduled
for completion by the toll of

Thurs., Jan. 12, 1967

Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.

44th Year, No. 14

Academics Expand
By Regents9 Action

Publisher Dedicates
New Crabbe Library

Twelve new academic degree year at Eastern before transFrancis L. Dale, publisher of
—that we not use the library
programs—five at the graduate ferring to U.K.
The Cincinnati Enquirer, said I merely as a warehouse for arThe student is required to
level Including a Joint doctoral
last Friday that Eastern's new chives but as a source for fresh,
program — and organization of complete a minimum of 18 hours
varied
and
current
ideas—there
$8 million John Grant Crabbe
a Faculty Senate were approved of his doctoral course work, take
Library should be employed are really no new problems In
by the Board of Regents meet- his qualifying examinations and
this
world
which
are
unrelated
"not as a crutch for conformity,
carry out his dissertation projing last month.
to
a
library,
and,
but as a stimulant for comect in residence at U.K.
A
full
agenda
also
Included
that
we
not
fall
Into
the
plexity."
Other new graduate programs
appointment of Dr. Elmo E.
Speaking at dedication cere- trap of letting the library make
okayed by the Board are masMoretz,
of
the
University
of
conformists
out
of
us—we
can
monies for the half-million volSouth Florida as dean of the ter's degree in music education,
■ST.
ume library. Dale centered his all read the same books, but we
Graduate School to fill a va- biology, business administration
One-third of tho cost of con- speech on a "right-slde-up" phil- don't have to draw the same
cancy and acceptance of federal and guidance and counseling for
conclusions from them."
atructlon. approximately. $1,- osophy.
grants totaling $4 million to aid non-school personnel.
Continuing his right-side-up
070,000, was provided from fed"Eastern is right-side-up," he
in construction of a home ecoGraduate Programs
eral funds under the Higher Ed said, "because It considers a theme, Dale stressed that "the
nomics building and two towerucatlon Facilities Act, Dr. Mar- library the academic heart of a trick is to be certain you exEastern began new graduate
ing dormitories.
amine all sides of every proprograms this year In English
tin said.
university."
Following the meeting. Board and history. The graduate proGov. Edward T. Breathltt position and not get the crate
The building, equipped, with
members took part In corner- gram in education has existed
closed-circuit
television, WlB Joined Dale and a distinguished upside down.''
The civic and business leader
stone-laying ceremonies for the since 1935, and several programs
contain two large auditoriums, group of visitors honoring the
reconstructed half-million vol- at the sixth-year level have
two lecture rooms, eight class- vast academic facility, named said the new library prompted
ume John Grant Crabbe Library steadily been added.
rooms, 24 laboratory modules, in honor of Eastern's second "a ground swell of pride and determination to use it and take
and broke ground 'or a new
22 offices and 11
activities president.
New baccalaureate programs
home economics building.
Breathltt,
speaking
at a advantage of its benefits."
rooms.
approved were In agriculture,
In the same token. Dale noted
New graduate programs ap- vocational-industrial and techIt also will have special stor- luncheon attended by some 400 that the dedication affords an
proved included a Joint doctoral nical education, drama, geology,
age facilities for radioactive persons, pointed out that the opportunity for self-examinaprogram between Eastern and medical technology, pre-medlcal
materials, as well as areas for library represented "not only a tion.
the University of Kentucky lead- sciences and library science.
animal housing and a green- push for physical expansion at
"And
If
this
Is
an
example
of
Eastern, but
what's inside
ing toward the Ed.D. degree, Some of these have been two-or
L. Dale, publisher of The Cincinnati Enhouse.
An
academic
assembly
and
part
of
the
stuyour
sense
of
values,"
he
conpermitting a student to com- three-year programs and did not
quirer, spoke to the dedication guests and
Architect la C. A. Coleman, means you are pushing for ed- cluded, "this campus Is rightdent body attends library dedication cereucational and intellectual explete a maximum of 80 semes- lead to a degree.
members of the University.
Jr., Lexington.
monies in Hiram Brock Auditorium. Francis
slde-up."
pansion."
ter hours of graduate work In
The new academic programs
Dr. Robert R. Martin, Unieducation during one academic had gone through the university
versity president, called the recurriculum committee and the
construction project on the new
faculty. They become effective
library "possibly the most imSept. 1, 1987.
portant development In EastFaculty Senate
ern's history."
The Faculty Senate will be
Breathltt echoed
Martin's
the delegate assembly through
praise and pointed to the fact
which the faculty shall exercise
that "more than $50 million has
Its responsibilities.
been expanded at Eastern on
If ail goes well, an educational
construction of new and reAmong its duties are:
FM radio station that will beam
Buildings—classrooms,
1. Recommend academic polStudents who do not expect to novated
signals across a 75-80 mile rad- icy concerning admissions, curdormitories,
laboratories
and
return second semester and who
mer at Eastern, President Rob- riculum. Instruction and criteria
like.
desire to purchase a copy of the the"But,"
ert R. Martin has announced.
added, "this new
for granting degrees.
'67 Milestone, must submit their library is he
a milestone In the adApplication has been made to
2. Review existing policies
orders at the cashier's window vancement of education
the
Federal
Communications
In the Administration Building
and consider new policies relatthroughout
Kentucky."
Commission for a fJO.OPOwtjtt ing to faculty and student afbefore the end of the semester.
The new building, four times
FM station which is to be housed fairs.
The deadline for this order If larger
than the -previous liJ
In a recently completed addJJJon
' February 6. - ' ' **"'"
8. Advise in the recruitment,
brary, is designed to serve
to the Donovan Building on the
The coat will be $3.75 plus 8,000
selection, retention, tenure and
students
simultaneously
campus.
Eastern's
educational
$1.00 mailing and handling and has accommodations to
television studios will also be promotion of faculty members.
charges.
4. Advise the president in
serve
a
projected
enrollment
of
located
there.
The yearbook fee paid during
policies concerning selection of
10,000
by
1970.
Ad hoc committees are pre- administrative personnel.
the fall semester was only half
The
basic
organizational
the total fee for the publication.
sently engaged in extensive stu5. Establish rules and procemasterplan
of
the
building
is
a
dies to determine the best means dures for standing committees.
Proper forms that will Insure
new
concept
of
modular
planof staffing, programming and
the mailing of the book to the ning, which calls for arranging
6. Conduct of election of Sencorrect address will be located
training of students.
ate members.
stacks,
tables,
chairs,
carrels
at the cashier's window also.
A communications currtclum
Membership will consist of 14
Faculty members, who wish and other faculties so as to
may be recommended to the ex-offldo and 40-45
elected
to have a copy of the yearbook, bring readers and books within
faculty curriculm committee so members. All meetings of the
must also submit their orders closer relationship.
that the new faculties can be Senate will be open to members
The concept is consistent with
by February 5.
Faculty reput to full use in the university's of the faculty and any action of
Fully
quests for the Milestone are to the spacious design.
instructional program and a the Senate must be reviewed at
be submitted at the cashiers air-conditioned the contemporrevised state constitution. The medallion presentations were
Keen Johnson and Jesse Stuart (Eastern's author-ln-reslstaff can be trained to operate a general meeting of the faculty
ary lines are flavored with
window.
dence) are presented medallions by Governor Edward T.
made Just before the dedication ceremonies for the John
the station.
upon petition by ten per cent of
Italian renaissance influences
Grant Crabbe Library.
Breathltt for their efforts it. the recent campaign for a
The proposed radio station will the faculty.
and accents.
Dr. Robert R. Martin, said
be administered under the DiDale, principal speaker at the
vision of Instructional Services that the recommendation for a
dedication, used four points to
with-James Harris coordinator faculty Senate was made beemphasize the importance of
cause the faculty had become so
of the division.
"right-slde-up" thinking.
—"That we not use the liA good majority of the pro- large that it "is not s proper
brary as a crutch to make comgramming wi'l be music cover- forum for the presentation of
plex things seem simple—coming the spectrum of classical, Intricate programs.
With
their
selection
by
the
"Debate and discussion and
plexity Is not really the enemy
semi-classical. Jaxs, broadway
Military
Science
Department
of society.
snowtunes, folk, and some of the review are practically imposTwo new degree programs Supervision and a four-year created Jobs and that only about best popular," according to John sible . . ."
—that we not use the library as Eastern's representatives to
The University faculty numas
a crutch so that we can only the annual ROTC Orientation have been started this year by Bachelor of Science in Recrea one-sixth of these openings will Sullivan, coordinator of the radio
The new Eastern rings aft think
Visit
to
the
United
States
Milibe filled by trained persons.
bers more than 460 members.
Eastern's Department of Health, tlon Program Administration.
and study in a calm and
services.
now available for the class of quiet atmosphere—man does not tary Academy, West Point, Physical Education and RecreaThe Bureau of Labor StallsThe constitution and by-laws,
Professionally trained men
"Speeches, lectures, debates, drafted by a committee of fac•87 announced Mr. Fred Ballou, necessarily do his best thinking N.Y., Cadets Col. Daniel B. tion. They are a two-year As- and women who are educated tlsts of U.S. Dept. of Commerce
assembly
programs
and
a
great
manager of the University calmly.
Webster, Lt. CoL Joe F. Arter- sociate of Science in Recreation In the understandings of people support: view that recreation Is
ulty and administration memmany university functions that
University Bookstore.
berry, and James G. Brackett
and have skills in various re- a rapidly growing profession heretofore have never been bers, were approved last week
A representative from the
left the campus December 8,
by the faculty at its general
creation settings are urgently with the following statement.
broadcast, will be available to
company will be at the Bookfor Wright-Patterson Air Force
needed. This need has been
"Recreation is becoming an central Kentucklana, through meeting. The organisation bestore today and Friday from 10
Base,
where they
boarded
comes effective Immediately.
stressed by research studies con- enormous industry with vast FM radio, "Sullivan added.
an Air Force turbo-prop craft
a.m. until 3 p.m. to help seniors
Mew Dean Named
ducted by the National Park and funds and a large labor force,
Elementary and
secondary
place their orders for rings.
Dr. Moretz. the new graduate
Eastern's Foreign Language for convenance to Stewart Air
Recreation Association.
tew equals In the economy and
school
children
within
the dean succeeds Dr. Clyde Orr,
A deposit of five dollars ia re- Department will present Goe- Force Base, near West Point,
This Association states that has a wider range of Job openEastern again meets a desquired with the order.
The the's famous classic Faust I N.Y. After a three-hour flight,
approximately AOOO new, trained ings than any single industry In listening area will be able to who resigned last summer to
perate
community
need
by
maksimultaneously hear a music ap- accept another post. Dr. LaRue
balance to be paid on delivery with the late Gustaf Gruendgens the three cadets arrived at Steleaders are at present needed by the nation."
preciation program, a suppleabout six weeks later.
In his own film production as wart Field and only half an ing available an educational op- recreation agencies each year.
The success of the recreation mental program to history, or an Oocaitougher, dean for continu)X>rtunlty
which
is
long
overdue.
hour later got their first glimpse
ing education, has served . as
The ring, a completely new Mephistophcles, the devil.
The Association states that a profession depends more upon
design from the old college
Faust, the well-known figure of the academy on the Hudson Well trained social workers are serious gap exists between the good leadership than any other interesting book review through acting dean. Morete's appointIn
short
supply
throughout
the
the
proposed
radio
station's
ment is effective July 1.
style, was selected by a com- of world literature, is not satis- River.
supply of and the demand for factor, and quality leaders form
The 101 ROTC cadets in the country. In Kentucky there are qualified leaders In recreation. the very foundation of a success- facilities.
In action concerning construcmittee appointed after the In- field with his own efforts to gain
currently
more
than
five
hunFirst
Army
area
participating
love, knowledge, and power, and
Plans now call for broadcast tion of a new home economics
stitution's change of status.
ful program.
W.
C.
Sutherland
of
the
NRRA
dred
Job
openings
in
welfare
in
the
program
were
met
at
Josten's of Owatonna, Minn., employs the aid of Mephlsto.
To help meet the needs of re- hours from 4 p.m. to 11 p.m. building, the Board:
estimates that by 1970 nearly
—Accepted a federal grant of
makes the official class rings The film, In German with Eng- the reception center at West agencies. These require, at pre- 30,000 vacancies can be expected creation In the state and the with ln-school listening prosent,
an
undergraduate
degree,
Point
by
their
respective
USMA
(Bee page 1, eat S)
grams scheduled when needed.
for Eastern, and they have lish summaries, will be shown
(Continued
on
page
5,
cot
6)
because
of
turnover
and
newly
available an extremely large in the Ferrell auditorium of the cadet escorts and thus began v.ith preference being given to
variety of styles, weights, and Combs building tonight at 7:30 their three-day experience of those who major in anthropology, psychology, or sociology
living the "West Point Life."
p.m.
stone and letter combinations.
Dr. Robert H. Sanders, ChairDuring the Brief visit, the
ROTC cadets followed their es- man of the Department of An
corts' schedule, attending thropology and Sociology, anclasses in Thayer Hall with nounces a new curriculum which
them, dining in the magnificent is designed to prepare students
vival style of the University
t
The Eastern student of 1907 academic precession by the uni- district for all United States Building, erected In 1674.
mess hall with West Pointers, to fill these vital Jobs, as well
Exams Monday, January tl
versity faculty Francis L. Dale, documents and publications.
as
to
prepare
for
graduate
level
did
most
of
his
research
In
a
class
exam time and participating in sports acThe three buildings combined
The basic masterplan of the
300-volume
library that had publisher of The Cincinnati En8:00-9:00 a.m. MW pattern
8:00-10:00 a.m. tivities with the athletic cadets. education.
quirer, served as dedication new library is a fresh concept form the Academic Plasm at
served
as
a
storehouse
for
baled
Dr. Sanders emphasizes that
10:20-11:20 a.m. MW pattern
1:00-3:00 p.m. Among the highlights of the
of modular planning which calls Eastern.
speaker.
The Crabbe Library, named
12:40-1:40 p.m. MW pattern
10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. trip were touring of the Aca- graduate training Is necessary hay.
for arranging stacks, tables,
The
duties
of
the
first
librarian
President
Robert
R.
Martin
3:00-4:00 p.m. MW pattern
3:15-5:15 p.m. demy grounds, attending church! m order to qualify for the top Included firing a pot-bellied
chairs, carrels and other facul- for Eastern's second president,
and
the
Board
of
Regents
also
at the impressive West Point research and
administrative
ties to provide closer relation originally was constructed la
Exams Tuesday, January 24
Chapel, hearing the world- positions.
However, he also stove that heated the small took part in the exercise.
1123 at a cost Of $53,000.
An
between book and reader.
class
exam time renown, 8400.000 majestic Cha- points out that the greatest dc- building.
One-third of the total cost of
Two
split-level
entrances, addition was built in 1988 at a
Last Friday, a 88 million the reconstruction project was
8:00-9:00 a.m. TT pattern
8:00-10:00 a.m. pel organ, seeing a fast-moving | mand, at present, is for stuminimising outside steps, give cost of $94,000.
10:20-11:20 a.m. TT pattern
1:00-3:00 p.m. West Point hockey game, and j eents with only the Bachelor of storehouse of knowledge opened financed under the Higher Ed- primary entrance to the buildDale, a lawyer by profession,
Its doors to the Eastern student. ucation Facilities Act. Architect
12:40-1:40 pjn. Tl' pattern
10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. visiting the West Point museum, Arts degree
ing. Instructional exhibits. In- ■poke on the subject, "If This
Fully
air
conditioned,
it
Is
de3:00-4:00 pjn. TT pattern
3:15-5:15 p.m. containing
Because
of
the
recency
of
apennumerable
Inwas A. Reed Henry, of Louis and cluding various paintings and Side is Up?"
._ ... _.J
teresting military relics, wea- proval of this new curriculum lt signed to house a half-million was A. Reed Henry, of Louis- sculptures,
He is a graduate of Duke UniwUl
be
placed
Exams Wednesday, January 25
volumes.
It
can
adequatcl>
will
not
be
published
until
the
ville, General contractors were throughout the library.
and uniforms.
versity snd holds the Bachelor
class
exam time ponry,
The three
cadets
agree, catalog for 1967-88 Is distributed serve 3,000 students simultane- Sullivan and Cozart, Lexington.
of Laws degree from University
Harmonising Architecture
9:10-10:10 a.m. MW pattern
8:00-10:00 a.m. however, that the most impor- However, it is anticipated that ously snd will accommodate an
The design of the new library of Virginia. Active to bothdvic
Book Budget Increased
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. MW pattern
1:00-3:00 p.m. tant aspect of their experience the class schedule for the sum- enrollment of 10,000-plus by
A budget of $480,000 has been la contemporary, but It is flav- and business affairs, he
1:50-2:50 p.m. MW pattern
10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. was the fellowship with U8MA mer. 1987. will include a favor 1970.
as director of the following cor4:10-5:10 p.m. MW pattern
3:15-5:15 p.m. cadets and familiarization with able selection of courses for
The John Grant Crabbe Li- approved, more than a quurter ored with Italian renaissance porations: Printing Machinery
and
accents.
Gracefully
arched
ot
s
million
dollars
of
which
the West Point life. Each those students who seek to pre- brary, result of a 19-month re- were appropriated for purchase windows of glare-reducing glass Co., Consolidated Porcelain EnExams Thursday, January 26
construction period, was dedidaa*
exam time cadet believes that this ac- pare for a career in social work. cated in formal ceremonies last of books. This Is in sharp con- render a light and airy Impres- amel Co., Cer-Am-Seal, Inc.;
Those students who ere in9:10-10:10 a.m. TT pattern
8:00-10:00 a.m. quaintance with the customs
trast to the $1,000 secured in sion. The effect is to produce Motor Terminal Co.; and TV Two
in getting further Infor- Friday at 2:80 p.m. in Hiram the
11:30 a.m.-12:30 pjn. TT pattern
1:00-3:00 p.m. and traditions of the West Point terested
first library budget in 1918. a striking harmony with the Corporation.
Brock
Auditorium.
Dale received the honorary de1:50-2:50 p.m. TT pattern
,. 10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. cadets will be an Invaluable mation about this new oppor
The
new library has been de- contemporary lines of the neighGov.
Edward
T.
Breathitt
are Invited to arrange a
boring Bert Combs Building and gree of Doctor of Laws (LL.D)
4:10-5:10 p.m.. TT pattern
3:15-5:1* p.m. asset in future relationships tunlty
signated
as
an
official
deposispoke
at
a
luncheon
preceding
meeting with Dr. Sanders In the
at the dedication ceremony.
All Saturday classes win have the final examination at the with them when on active duty Departmental
the ceremonies. Following an tory in the sixth congressional the neat lines of the Greek ReOffice. Roark 7.
in the regular army.
last regular scheduled class meeting.
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Begins Broadcasts
In Near Future

Students, Faculty
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For 67 Milestone

Honored By Gov. Breathitt Are Keen Johnson And Jesse Stuart

Get Recognition

67 Class Rings

ROTC Students

Available At

Eastern Adds Two Programs
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Campus Bookstore
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It's This Way. ..
1
Queries On Welfare Committee Answered
A FEW WEEKS AGO, we published an
editorial on this page entitled "A Student
on the Welfare Committee?" in whkh we
raised a number of questions revolving
around that Comnuttee
The primary objective of that editorial
was to spotlight the fact that most of our
students know almost nothing about the
organization in Question, and that those
who are aware of its existence are nearly
always misinformed as to its purpose and
have misconceptions about its activities.
Also, a part of our aim was to indicate
that we would like to know just a little
more about what is happening on campus
in relation to student discipline.
Our secondary objective was a presen-

served for faculty members, but certain
administrative Deans hold ex-offtcio seats.
Committee operations are conducted
m ^ following manner: When a student,
because of a serious disciplinary problem
,s required to appear before the Dean of
Students to present his argument as to why
he should not be disciplined, the student,
when the case is severe enough, is given
the choice of voluntarily wrthdrawing from
school and keeping his record unobstructed
or of appearing before the Welfare Committee where he faces the possibility of
suspension or expulsion from the Universify, should he forfeit his case. Such a
black mark would be entered on the student's file.

tation for thought and consideration the
question as to whether or not a student
could or should sit on the Committee.
Since the writing of that first editorial, our investigations and some help
from administrative offices have provided
answers to most of our questions; and we
present them here as we have them.
The membership of this Committee,
appointed by the President and approved by
the Board of Regents, is NOT a concealed

The Committee is the only body legally possessing the authority to suspend or
expel a student. And a student? only
appeal above the Committee is to the Board
of Regents.
The question of a student's sitting on
the Committe is another matter. Kentucky School Law makes such a situation
altogether impossible,
KRS 164.370, which deals explicity
with suspensions and expulsions of stu-

dcnts

'***'■ ,Each b0Md of *****ma*

ISS. ?■ TL^ *■ S?SC

members are published on page 328 ot the
1966-67 University Catalogue, which every
student has or can obtain at the Bookstore,
and are Mr. Ralph Whalin, Chairman,
Department ol: Industrial^"cation; Dr.
Charles Ross, Professor ot Education; Dr.
Charles Ambrose, Dean of Admissions;
Miss Hazel Chrisman, Associate Professor
c c i- L w w
v T- i
T-»
t
of English; Miss Mary K. Engles, Dean of
Women; Mr. A. G. Mcllvaine, Professor

invest the faculty or a committee of the
faculty with the power to suspend or expel
any student for disobedience to its rules, or
for any other contumacy, insubordination
„r immoral conduct. In every case of
suspension or expulsion of a student the
person suspended or expelled may appeal

of Business; Mr. Daniel Shindelbower,

Students Advise Re&entS

■
_

Kedead

SUICIDAL

Hollow shell I now live in
nouow weu l now live in.
Empty.
Small. An ant-like redundancy.
_ .
Inste
11
M
rvo eyes allowing no tears.
SM-tukitrtina I -■«■«-- «--- „_
bflfsubiection I whine-brag on.
And redead empty small triste
/!«• rcaeaa, empiy, small, irtsie—
/ sing
my suicidal.
0
'
—Dave Westiall
'

^ "&!* ^a-*? **
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^?L? ■'
J •
,1 Students'
know,cd
^l/^STZ ^l>
««,b,e «*
1W)UW
torthcooun
^^
"*
«ITJ^SS?*^

T^SSTJZF^y£*Z &~T<L£
'" "V***! *» •» expanded enlistment program.
to

E^ft^'S^

procure the needed personnel to carry out its
& wEETSla?* V"te' °mtnX SUU °°1"
Demand, for people with the ability and
qualification, sought by the Peace Corps are
lS£tt5tt<^utt£tt£
P*16- Th* motivation of service to others seems
^eTboooortun^eT1*"11*1 volunt^r" to **■
mthftT-.-.^
> _.
- ~. .
_ Wltn tte warmth and glow of the late
President Kennedy gone, the Peace Corps is
8W n to h
* *",
**lto VaA new methods to attract

»uld^^perIona.b^Tai^L?o^u^
tTbibf "* °* *

(ACP)—studenu

.

will have a voice in the
-,ec0<» «* «» »«* president of the Unrrerslty
°* Minnesota, the BatanesoU Daily reports,
Student leaders begin to work for student
representation In the selection process soon after
Tl^^
,°^tTto
^iresign
!LymJuly
Tf T^S??
In August ^t
his intention
1,1967, to
become director of the Center for Advanced
Stiio^ to the Behavioral Science* at Btanfofd,:

** "^ means
wn**'
^ J^uctol bu? TeaM^SS^A
an adequate number of volunteers. With more
money, these can be obtained. But does society
want to pay the sfll ?
1

TH* ^?

———___^—___^__^___^
-,T *

S

lLi^-^^2Zl

bel n d

* P">P<>eeil to Dr. Charles W. Mayo that
a three-to-flve-student committee work with
tb al
* «mnl and faculty committees which win
^^ the ^ye^Ky., 3,,,^ of R-_—^ ^Q,
whom the final choice rests.
Mayo agreed that "the voice of senior students could be usefully added to our deUbermtlon- and approved the addition of three student
members to the eight-member alumni committee.
He asked MSA to select "three senior students or students In professional programs at
a leve, ^rler* to that of a senior student"
^ MSA decWe<1 ■*■* week- however, to open
the ^llUtm to all studenU. AppUcants would
*S ■c^*",e<, Dv tne M8* personnel commission,
which would make recommendations to the executlve committee. The appointments must
finally be approved by the MSA senate.

/V£tr To 7%r smmamz^

TJ
(f
XT
J
AT"
I
IreaCe LOTpS JNeeClS YOU!

>Uar wUI probably

Chairman, Art Department; Mr. A. L.
Whitt, Associate Professor of Biology; Dr.
Henry Martin, Vice President for Student
Affairs; and Mr. Paul Seyfrit, Dean of
w
'
Iacn
Membership
* on the Committee
. . . . is reOTTT/STTX *..~T' '•

,

;.
to the boarttof regents. The board of regents shall prescribe the manner and the
mode of procedure on appeal. The derision of the board or regents shall be final"
^ ^ ^^ whkh ^ odsted
^ Ac authorir^ to
$ince ^ leMt m4
create , ^^ conunittee and invests that
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War Victims Get Aid
,
A

.
TemPje University doctor of psychiatry
P"*"" *f **»« South Vietnamese children, vlcUrns of napalm bomb bums, to hospitals In
Philadelphia.
Dr
- Herbert Needelman heads the local
chapter of Physicians for Social Responsibility
which U trying to enlist government aid to
transport victims to the United States.
The Physicians were first to respond to a
cia t0T k
• » "wm the Women's Strike for Peace,
an International movement
A representative of the movement at the
United Nations learned of a European group
which found 400 available hospital beoTttrougS
out western Europe for South Vietnamese chlldren. The European plan has been unsuccessful because the group could not provide transportatlon.
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JOHN GRANT CRABBE, the eponym of this
library, was President of Eastern Kentucky University (then Eastern Kentucky State Normal School)
from April 9, 1910, to September 1, 1916. Bora at
Mt. Sterling, Ohio, November 29, 1863, the son of
Thomas W. and Julia Baughman Crabbe, he early
distinguished himself in academic pursuits. The year
1889 was an auspicious one for him: he married Jennie
Florence Graff of Delaware, Ohio, the woman who
was to grace the busy years during which her husband's
brilliant career was shaped. That same year he earned
his A.B. degree from Ohio Wesleysn University, where
he also received his M.A. degree (1892), and where
he was Phi Beta Kap*pa. His interest in education
urged him to take the Ped. M. degree from Ohio
University, awarded in 1897; and his. dedication to
education, along with his steadily maturing leadership
in the field, subsequently brought him honorary doctorates from Berea arxf Miami University (1909), the
State University of Kentucky at Lexington (1911), and
his alma mater, Ohio Wesleyan University (1918).
Prior to his tenure as President of Eastern, he had
been successively Head of the Department of Greek
and Latin in the Flint (Michigan) Normal College,
Superintendent of Public Schools of Ashland Kentucky
(1890-1907), and Sate Superintendent of Public Instruction of Kentucky.
According to the Frankfort Daily News, while in
this department, the leadership of which he assumed
January 6, 1908, he brought the executive office from
a condition of virtual oblivion to one of import second
only to that of Governor Augustus E. Wilson himself.
The Courier-Journal called him "the busiest man in
Kentucky." Everything he did in life he took seriously, but reporters said that he always had a funny story
up his sleeve. He was especially popular with report-

v

ers, even though they found readier access to die Governor's office than to Dr. Crabbe's. For in order to
see him, people had to get past 'Teddy," Dr. and Mrs.
Crabbe's famous pet dog. Teddy, unfortunately, proved
to be something less than the ideal office dog. Resenting intrusions, Teddy often rushed at the visitors and
"chewed them" about the legs. More than once Dr.
Crabbe was brought from his inner office by tne noise,
there to find his callers cringing in the cornet.' To
reporters Teddy was known as Dr. Crabbe's official, if
somewhat irksome, ambassador, who always dealt enthusiastically with their greetings.
President James K. Patterson of the University of
Kentucky, who often accompanied President Crabbe on
his "whirlwind campaigns'* to raise the level of education in Kentucky, said that whenever the man was confronted by opponents—not an uncommon occurrence
—he could always deal with the differences through his
extreme good humor, comrnonsense, and rare gift of
wit. People who gathered with Dr. Crabbe at educational meetings all over Kentucky found themselves
entertained as well as informed.
The true greatness of this man can be partially understood by scrutinizing the causes to which he gave himself within the unique context of his time. While
others stood back, he seemed to take the lead in espousing issues which, though innately just as Time has
vindicated them, were then unpopular. He wanted to
take the schools out of politics, to build new secondary
schools and universities throughout Kentucky, to develop an improved nut structure for financing such
construction and improving the quality of instruction
through establishing higher salaries for teachers. He
pressed for the highest quality of textbooks within the
realistic bounds of financial limitations. He repeatedly

/?*£T 77T&

Quiet TKe Students' Voices?
Student-administrative relations at the
University of IlllnoU took a great leap sideways
when the administration promised to consult
students before selecting • new dean, and then
chose a man whose name was never presented
for considratlon.
Students have been moving to take part
In more administrative-faculty decisions since
last year when they were admitted to academic
policy councils. They have been working with
the administration in formulating social rules
for thirty yean.
When the Dean of Students position became
open last term, however, University President
David Henry resisted student pressures for participation in the faculty Search Committee for
a replacement
President Henry compromised with Robert
Byman, the Student Senate president at that
time. According to Byman, President Henry
promised to consult with him If the Student
Senate did not push for representation on the
Search Committee. Byman was to offer his
suggestions to the Committee after seeing the
list of randirtates
The Student Senate leader ended up seeing
what he thought were only names of preliminary
choices. The man subsequently chosen was not
included, he said. President Henry contended
Byman saw the final list
In reaction, Byman introduced a bill in the
Student Senate last week to censure the President and the Search Committee for "breach of
confidence." After Senate debate, he moved to
recommit the bin for further study.
The faculty termed the actions of the Student Senate "immature," according to an editor
of the University newspaper. Students obviously do not understand how these selection
committees work, several members of the fac-

New Library Becomes The 'Heart Of This Viable
A LIVING TESTAMENT TO A GREAT VISION

._

urged the education of women and expressed the democratic "necessity" of admitting women to public institutions of higher learning, and to a right which he
maintained was already theirs—the right to vote. In
this benighted age he had the courage to support personal and academic freedom for teachers in all phases
of public education.
As this edifice before us is rededicated in this generation to a man who passed this way three generations
ago, a striking concinnity seems evident in the linkage
between his progressive imagination and the dynamic
vision which is Eastern's today. Thus, it is not surprising;—indeed, it is especially fitting—that the particular dream of John Grant Crabbe was "a great, modern university, equipped, manned, and exploited to the
highest degree of efficiency." His dream necessitated
an accompanying belief in improved standards for
teachers and students alike. He demanded, for himself
as well as others, not merely excellence, but the best
that is in each human being. He was a man possessed
by the power of a visionary imagination; yet, in spite
of this fact, his personality was such that even his detractors, although they could seldom accept his views,
could accept and respect the man himself.
During his six-year administration as President of
Eastern, the student body was greatly increased, and
both the number of faculty members and the annual
budget were doubled. It was largely due to President
Crabbe's foresight that plans were made for developing the library, as well as for the expansion of curricula and departments of instruction. However, it remained for his successor and friend, President Thomas
Jackson Coates, to convert those plans into reality. In
1924, the same year that President Crabbe died, the
initial phase of construction of the John Grant Crabbe
Library was. completed.'
Dr. Crabbe assumed the presidency of Colorado State
Teachers College, Greeley, Colorado, on September 1,
1916. He had already been honored by his selection

ulty said, and therefore they should not participate in "i""*!! administrations.
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University'
as President of the National Education Association in
1913 and as State Director of the National Education
Association in 1916. Geographical relocation did not
alter his leadership in education. He held the positions
of Secretary of the North Central Council of Normal
School Presidents; Secretary of the American Association of Teachers Colleges; and Chairman of the Committee of International Educational Relations of the
National Council of Normal School Presidents. He
was an author of many bulletins and monographs on
educational subjects. In spite of his absorption with
educational problems, throughout his life President
Crabbe snowed a remarkable interest in the arts, especially musk. Musical director ef many Chautauqua
assemblies, and an organist of note, he was composer
of such songs as "Beauty for Ashes," If I Forget Thee,"
and 'Kentucky Schools." He seems to have been, in
the words of Francis Bacon, a "universal man."
As we here today press on to the future, we are
cognizant of our roots in the past. No oak tree holds
its leaves unless its roots are deep and strong. Thus,
it seems fitting that the very magnitude of this edifice
before us, holding within its walls the interleaved
knowledge of the ages, reflects not only the factual
accomplishment of a new age, but also the soaring
imagination of the man whose name it bears. John
Grant Crabbe found his commitment to God and Mankind in his work. He seemed to have worked for the
joy of work and, in Kipling's phrase, "in his separate
sou." The light of his making still spreads across the
pageant of our lives today. If, in the words of Thomas
Carlyle, The true University of these days is a Collection of Books," then this library is not merely the
monument to a man, or even the fulfillment of his
plans. It is more than these. It is the heart of this
viable university. It is a living txrayr^y. m the ijgn,
of a great man's vision, and to that of his successors.
H. Edwmrd Richards ou
Chairman, Department of English
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Malcolm Boyd: Beat Priest?
By RALPH MeOILL
"It's a jaxz spot, Jesus. The musician is
wondering: if they're hearing him at all through
all their listening. He has something to say,
and he's saying It It's about death and life,
sex and hunger, knowing yourself and being
known, the dream, the vision. He's looking
at the people, right Into their dead and alive
■yes, and he wants them to hear him . .."
"They're In a Golden World, Jesus . . .
Everybody looks slick, and underneath tana
and wigs, somewhat lonely. I mean, they are
relating, Jesus. They are only observing the
itiff protocol of small talk and ground rules.
This Informal gathering is as rigid as the court
of Louis XIV, only the accents here are of
Detroit, Houston, and Los Angeles. . ."
A Figure of Note
Malcolm Boyd Is an Episcopal priest. This
pleases many Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, and others who are glad he is not wearing
their clerical label. (It la only fair to add there
are Episcopalians who wish he did.) Mr. Boyd
Is, in his own right, a figure of note. Major
national publications recognise him as news.
He has been designated as one of. the "One
Hundred Most Important Young Men and
Women in the U.S." He has been described ss
'Chaplain-at-large to U.S. College Students," as
one of the "breakthrough generation," as
"Missionary to the Alienated Generation," and
aa a "Disturber of the Peace." He is all of
these.
This year he has spoken on 130 college
camp—es. He has finished "filling the pulpit"
at the "Hungry I" cellar night club in San
Francisco. The "Hungry I' Is one of the mec-as of the alienated.
The Rev. Boyd's new book, "Are You
Running with Me, Jesus?" sold more than
100,000 copies in the first few months. It Is,
in essence, a collection of eloquent, disturbing
prayers somewhat slangy In the argot of today's alienated generation. These prayers,
read by Mr. Boyd to a guitar accompaniment
by Charlie Byrd, are doing well as a record.
A Live "Agitator"
Mr. Boyd, who was one of the "Freedom
Riders" and a real live "agitator" in the eyes
of sheriffs. Southern style, has known danger,
arrest, and achievement. In making the record,
guitarist Byrd skillfully suited a rhythm to the

mood of each prayer read by the young "worker
priest."
This designation, "worker priest" best describes what Boyd now considers himself to be.
The college campuses, the slums, the bars and
taverns—wherever the lonely, the alien, lost
and seeking arc- — these are his parish. He
Hpcak." their language to all audiences. He insists he does not do so for shock or effect. This
Is the language used in his parish and he employs it But that it does shock an audience
of middle-class students or adults is a part of
his success in getting the loan of ears and
minds.
God, he argues, is not dead. To be sure,
he thinks that the God of the "establishment"
churches, the God that Is kept locked up in the
fashionable, comfortable churches of suburbia
and released for an hour each Sunday, the God
of the- country-club, private-club churches Is
dead. In fact, he believes this God never existed, but Is a sort of Idol, man-made, and not
God at all.
Ohettolsed Churches
Religion, he says, with a truth uncomfortably well known to one and all. Is ghettolsed
in America. The Jesus'" of the ghettolsed
churches Is a pallid figure who has been
brojight forth through the years as a backer
of slavery, of segregation, and of all the evils
inherent In both these Institutions.
"Organized religion," he thinks, as we use
the phrase, is dying of sterility and uselessness.
Unless God, Christ and the church are In the
world, he argues, then they are out of It—and
If they are not In the world they are not In the'
lives of people. He believes most of today's
young people already largely are uninterested
in "organized churches." It Is not that they
have 'left" the church. They are simply not
interested, one way or the other, he says. He
notes, for the same reason—he thinks—the
number of young cleargymen who are leaving
the ministry and the decline of theological
schools.
Prayer, he believes, must be personal, Imbedded in one's own being as a person meeting
God. The prayers in the book, and on the record, therefore, are merely one man's prayers.
He hopes thev will be signposts.
(Distributed 1966 by The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)
(AD Rights Reserved)
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TV For Birth Control?
By WALLACE IMMEN
The CeUegtate Press Service
A recent story in the New York Times
gave an explanation for an unusually large Increase in births In New York hospitals. It was
nine months after the great Northern power
blackout.
"The lights went out and people were left
to Interact with each other," was the conclusion
of sociologist Paul Slegel. "They didn't have
iccess to the major source of amusement, the
television, and it is reasonable to assume a lot
of sex life went on."
Perhaps this sociologist has discovered the
solution to the birth control controversy. A
simple, effective means of holding down increasing population throughout the world has
been found.

Like, I'm splitting,
baby. I got a
whole new bag for
next year
\

You Have Tax Refund

The pill is obsolete, Just keep that television
on all night As long as the power doesn't fail,
the problem of overpopulation can be solved
with a good dose of Johnny Carson.
Certainly it would be easier to introduce such
a control in underdeveloped nations than drugs
or calendar watching.
The United Nations should begin Immediately on a total program of TV Installation,
i which will not only Introduce real culture to the
world's people, but will force electrlcatlon of
all rural villages and educate a brave new generation of viewers In the wonders of "the tube."
Within 20 years, worldwide television will
be so firmly entrenched that the birth rate will
decline to the crisis point. At that time someone will have developed another system for
maintaining the human race.

Louisville, Ky. — Do you
have a
refund due on your
IMS federal income tax return? By mailing It to the
correct address, it will help
speed the processing and refunding procedures
Involved
by
eliminating one handling
operation.
This
announcement
was
made today by O. C. Hooka,
District
Director of Internal
Revenue for Kentucky.
Kentucky taxpayers should
mall returns showing refunds

Ideasville.
Freedomland.
Initiative City,
USA!

UCLA?
/

directly to: Internal Revenue
Service
Region,
Cincinnati,
Ohio
45298. A pi u addr—id
envelope for this purpose Is
included with your tax form
package.
Hooks said that taxpayers
who owe tax should continue
to mall their returns to: District Director, Internal Revenue
Service, P. O. Box 60,
LoulsvUle, Kentucky. Checks
or money orders in payment
of the tax
should be made
payable to: "Internal Revenue
Samoa."

Antioch?Wesleyan?
Carlton ? Purdue?
Cal Tech? QtetSOn?

\

Development Of Human Resources
Supported By The 89th Congress
The last spasm of spending
authorized by the 89th Congress
iras directed largely at human
resource development through
(education and training.
These new authorizations of
ore than f 10 billion, combined
with previous expansions of edicatlon and training under the
Manpower
Development and
rralnlng Act and other education programs, qualify the 89th
Congress as the most proliferous
of all time In these fields.
But while the 89th Congress
[literally took over responsibility
or expanding and Improving
processes and Institutions to develop our human resources, the
question of how these sums will
x spent is still unanswered.
A writer for the late President
(Kennedy and for President Johnson. Richard Goodwin, In discussing the Federal guidelines
and directives written Into the
authorised programs, concluded
that Federally defined Improvcnents are "no less coercive because they are benevolent."
Into the changing picture of
(education are recent announce-

ments by many private enterprise firms of their readiness to
accept major responsibility for
Improving educational processes. Business already spends $10
Milton annually on education
and training programs, a not
generally recognized fact but
one that emphasises the importance attached to this field by
private enterprise.
Education is essential to the
maximum development of each
individual, to economic growth,
to peace and security, and to
the management and maintenance of a free society. This Is
the way the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
■peaking for all business, regards education.
The National Chamber recognizes that we are "going somewhere"—and fast — in changing the American education system. The Chamber, therefore,
raises these questions:
Who
win
determine
the
"where" as weU as the methods
and equipments to be used in
going there?

Shall we have more private
implementation of publicly planned and financed programs of
education and training? If so, to
what extent will states and communities, and their respective
school boards, reassert their
powers to set priorities among
the myriad Federal aids offered
to them.
Will the school boards have
the research — and the courage
to use It—In choosing only those
programs appropriate to their
citizenry and the culture of their
region?
Win state and local authority
to make policies and evaluate
results continue or wiU the headless-horsemanlike multiplicity of
Federal programs, with their
billions of "free" dollars and
their new cost-benefits system
of allocation and accounting,
dominate the diverse developments in education of the next
decade?
These are questions on the future of public education which
the National Chamber says
should be the concern of every
citizen.

Stefu9. Face.
Fterepective
and bread.
\

TheyVe really
making if in advanced
research, ciassE
relays and

Suiarth more?
Must be YALE!
Colorado? Iowa?
Texas Tech?

exotic metals...

/

\

Rice?...
| knotuTCU!
Brown?
Not Bennington?!
Hunter?
/

HAVE YOUR CAR COMPLETELY

PAINTED
ALL OVER FOR ONLY
No, Man,
GT*E

'74.50

\

GTsE

GTJiwhat?
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General
Telephone
& Electronics.
\

2-TONE — '14.50 EXTRA

Is it Coed?
/

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
FREE ESTIMATES

LAWSON
Chrysler-Plymouth Co
Phone 623-9311

Phone 623-9312

General Telephone & Electronics is a fast-moving, fastgrowing company of individuals. 135,000 of them. In almost
•very state, almost every country, making a personal contribution to their world.
You probably know our Sylvania company. Invented the

Flashcube. Just built two new ground stations for Comsat.
Experimenting now with a new kind of headlight for the
Chaparral. Young ideas. In marketing. Research. Every are*.
We're eager for more ideas. General Telephone & Electronics,
730 Third Avenue, New York City 10017. /^HPE*
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Eastern Hopes For Upset Over Foe Western
Murray Dumps Eastern;
Free Throws Decide Game

Colonels Prep For Tour
Hilltoppers No.l On Card
bY
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Thus far this season the Colonels Just not have been getting the ball bouncing their way. In the last two games the
Colonels have out scored both Austin Peay and Murray from
the field but lost both games. The name of the game seems
to be called free throw shooting and the Maroons Just haven't
had that many. Austin Peay collected 25 of their 71 points on
the foul line and hit a near perfect 25 of 28 for a 90 per cent
average compared to Eastern's 48 per cent. Murray on the
other hand dropped In 20 of 25 to sink the Colonels once again.
Another oddity Is that the Maroons have three men in the
top five scoring leaders In the Ohio Valley Conference. Clem
"The Gem" Hasklns is the scoring leader with 24.4 points per
game. Murray's Herb McPherson Is second with a 22.9 average.
McPheraon managed only 14 against Eastern last Monday night.
The Colonels hold down the next three positions with sophomore
guard Bobby Washington leading the way with 19 points per
game average. The fourth and fifth positions are held by
center Garfleld Smith (18.2 average) and forward Dick Clark
(18.1 average) respectively.
The big factor to the Colonels poor start la due to the lack
of experience and height. The starting' five for the Colonels
average six foot, two inches per man and three of the first six
men are sophomores. This Is quite a contrast to the teams
that have been on the floor. Last year the team averaged
around 6'5" per man. •
The Murray game saw what the young Colonels can do and
the score surely does not indicate what a good game the team
played. The roll of the ball Just has not been rolling the Maroon
way but with time and a few breaks the-Colonels could be
right back Into the thick of things and give some of the
big teams In the OVC a few headaches. This week the team
ventures to Western to renew the old rivalry and if the breaks
could change in Eastern's favor then the Colonels could knock
off the number twelve rated team. Don't forget, anything can
happen at the Eastern-Westom game and the time is come for
dethroning the Toppers.

Eastern's Colonels, still search- free tosses, compared to the
ing for their niche in the Ohio opposition's shooting percentValley Conference win column, age of 75.
"That definitely Is one of the
embark on a telltale road trip
Saturday that begins with arch- areas we'll be concentrating
on." Baechtold said. "But I
rival Western Kentucky.
But despite a dismal start in think we've established a more
effective
combination to Work
the conference and the unfriendly confine* of the enemy with."
Baechtold was referring to a
lair Just ahead, there's an air
of optimism as the Colonels starting unit that averages 6foot-m Inches in height—andprepare for their trip.
And, oddly enough, the op- that includes 6-7 Garfleld
Smith.
timism stems from a loaa.
Eastern fell to the superior Sacrifice Height
He sacrificed his height Monrebounding and free throw accuracy of Murray Monday night day night by Inserting 6-0 guard
86-76, but showed signs of re- Doug Clemmons at forward.
covering from a rugged early With two 5-11 guards—Bobby
Washington and Joe Prats—
season schedule.
"I can certainly sleep better and 6-3 forward Dick Clark at
when the kids show the en- the other forward the Colonels
thusiasm they did tonight," had to utilise speed to Its
Coach Jim Baechtold said after fullest.
The result was 18 Murray
the loss.
"There's still plenty of kinks floor errors and a more effecto be ironed out but at least tive fast break attack.
Baechtold's main concern at
they showed me they're ready
present is Washington. The
to play good basketball."
sophomore left-hander displayed
Was Same 8ong
For Eastern It was the same deft ball-handling and offensive
song, second verse, in the Mur- trickery in the Murray game
ray loss. The Colonels fell to despite hobbling on an Injured
Austin Peay Saturday night at leg.
Washington finished with 23
Richmond, 71-62, despite outshooting the visitors from the points and eight rebounds
against Murray, tops In both
floor.
Eastern had 25 field goals departments for the Colonels.
and the Governors had 23. But Clemmons added spark with his
while the Colonels could convert hustle and leadership. The 6-0
only 12 of 25 free throws, Aus- senior has averaged 14 points
tnl Peay cashed in on 25 of 28 per game In only three starting
to provide the victory margin. efforts this season.
After the Western game,
Murray collected 20 of 25
free throws Monday night and Eastern ventures to (Middle TenEastern managed only six of IS. nessee, one of the surprise
Through nine games, Eastern teams In the conference, for a
is hitting only 63 per cent of Its | Monday night encounter.

Eels Swim Vandy Friday
The Eastern Eels take a afternoon at 4 In the Eastern
3-1 slate Into the Vanderbllt natatorium.
The public la Invited.
meet
"Vandy has a rapidlu improving squad," said Combs,
"and could give us trouble."
The meet Is set for Friday

Eastern's 6*8" forward Dick Clark battles 6'10" Dick Cunningham for the rebound. Cunningham pulled in 34 rebounds against the Colonels as Murray won 86 to 76.

By CKAIG
Numerous floor errors, coldshooting and inability to hit In
the clutch had been the problems facing Eastern Coach Jim
Baechtold since the basketball
season's start.
The Colonels came a long
way towards correcting these
faults Monday night but they
war* unable to overcome the
always-tough Murray Thoroughbreds, falling to the OVC school
by an 86-76 score.
Once again the culprit was
the free throw. The Colonels connected on only six of 18 free
tosses while the Racers hit 20
of 25 attempts from the gratia
line.
Trailing by 46-40 at the half,
the Colonels fell behind by 11
points at 60-49 early In the second half.
Doug Clemmons hit a free
throw, Jerry Jones connected on

Austin Peay Upsets Colonels 71-62
Austin Peay was the country's second best foul-shooting
quintet during the 1965-1966
basketball season.
Saturday night In Alumni
Coliseum the Governors looked
as If they were second to none
using 25 free throws on 28 attempts from the gratis one to
down the Eastern Colonels by
71-62.
The Colonels of Jim Baechtold
contrasted this amazing percentage by connecting on only
12 of their 26 free throws as the
sophomore - dominated Eastern
•quad outscored Austin Peay by
50-46 from the field but could
not counter the difference presented at the lonely line 16 feet
from the goal.
The Colonels came within
three points of the Governors on
13 occasskms in the second half
only to be turned away by the

deadly accuracy at the opponent's foul stripe.
Trailing by 51-42 with 9:21
remaining to play, the Colonels
made their bid for victory.
With Jerry Jones, Bobby
Washington, and Dick Clark
providing the offensive punch,
Eastern pulled to within one
point at 67-86.
Prom this point Austin Peay
did not score another field goal
until the final 10 seconds of the
contest but they did cash in 13
consecutive tosses from the foul
line. The decisive points were
provided by Hal Jackson and
sub Holly Heaberlln when it
looked as if the Colonels were
going to overcome the intricate
Governor attack.
The Austin Peay offense, a
variation of shuffle, slowed the
game to a snail's pace on occasions and put a cramp In

Eastern's normal style of play.
Sophomore forward Clint
Arnold gave the Colonels one of
their two leads with a free
throw for the game's initial
point
Tommy Head and Joey Spaldlng shot the Governors ahead at
8-3 with a barrage of field
goals. Doug Clemmons and Oarfield Smith countered for the
Colonels to give Eastern Its
final lead at 9-9. The score remained close until football star
Andy Toombs and minute guard
Dennis Snyder shot Austin Peay
Into an eight point lead. With
Clemmons providing the spark
both on offense and defense,
Baechtold's charges closed the
gap to 31-26 at the half.
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NOW OPEN
MOONRAY
"TASTE
WITH
HASTE"

"~ .sit Our New Ladies'
Ready-to-Wear Department
on our new Balcony!
Register for FREE
Skirt and Blouse to be given
away <every Saturday niqht!

Across From Krofert-Phone 623-4010

a tip-in, Dick Clark hit two
jump shots and two free toss
and Bobby Washington scored
on one of his twisting, driving
layups to narrow the Murray
lead to 60-58.
■toy C*ose
With Washington getting the
clutch baskets, the Colonesl
stayed close to the Racers, miss
Ing several chances to knot the
aeon. The sophomore guard
from Lexington Dunbar bit
eight straight points as Eai
en trailed at 71-68 with 4:09
remaining to play.
At this point Murray guard
Billy Chumbler hit tans BOB.
secutlve 25-foot Jump shots and
a driving layup to give the Racers a 79-70 lead which was nevDlck Cunningham.
Hot
The 6-10, 260 pound
nlngham ended his night's '
with 84 rebounds which
counted for Murray's
bulge In this department,
massive Junior center, the
tlon's second leading rebounder
brought the Racers back frost
this early deficit and tod them 1
a 10-point toad at 46-88 late
the first half.
Garfleld Smith's short JumpTfl
shot and Dick Clark's 40-fool
shot at the horn allowed th<
opponent's toad to 48-40 as
heavily taped thighs which
suited from two pulled
muscles. The 5-11 speedster collected 23 points, three ass
and led the team in reboundi
with eight
The Colonels outshot Murraj
from the field hitting 4* _
cent of their field goal attempt
while Murray connected on
per cent from the field.

l»

For the best in Eating
come to MOONRAY on
the Eastern By-Pass
ON YOUR WAY
•^"S. *^ mm

LwOK for

MAM ST. RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

LERMANS

Open Till
10 P. M.
liq HW Aw.

SKIRTS
from
7.99

Must Clear Our Stock!
Regular Low Prices Cut!
Men's, Young Men's Students

GANT
BLOUSES
VsOff

SWEATERS
muscles aren't
mandatory to buy our life
Insurance. But our policyowners are in great shape. Physically and financially. They live
longer snd their insurance
costs less. Find out about the
other important "differences"
and what they mean to you.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL Utt
MILWAUKEE

INML

Tew fc a mamma.

Tour Campos Representative

UN POWELL
W Dennis Drive
Lexington, Ky.

L

$r- $,

Gant Shirrs
$
Values h> $10.9«

Values to $12.91

Fluffy Soft Brushed Wools
AH Wool with Suede Trim
All Wool with Smart Cable Knit
Rich Wools in Argyles and solid*
Choose one of these luxurious cardigan
sweaters for warmth, wear and smart looks.
They've boon carefully tailored to smallest
_l_»_.tl
Asssk^asTj
*
am*tmtt4i0tmm
oonMi.
«sf
roof cotor
teietiiuii.

6.99

Others from '3M

"WE DONT HAVE A STORE

SUITS
from
$
23.99

NEXT TO EVERY CAMPUS...
•UT WE'RE WORKING ON IT."

• Hm..* University
• University of Cincinnati
• Bowling; Green State U.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

Ohio State University
• Ohio University
Purdue University

mmmm

X

S$
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Frosh Trounces Marshall

Intramural Schedule

and
numerous
errors were
By JIM MAatTTN
In a preliminary to the var- clearly the difference in the
game.
They
could
only connect
sity encounter
the
Eastern
FresHmen handily trounced the on 48 percent of their foul shots
Marshall Freshmen by the score an djust 40.5 percent of their
field goal attempts. Eastern hit
of 96 to 81.
Once again Toke Colcman was a red-hot 55 percent from the
the star of the fame as he led field and 75 percent from the
the Baby Colonels In three sta- foul line.
Eastern Frosh: coleman. 22;
tistical departments. Tor the
game, Ottoman hit 10 of 17 from Trunnell, 18; Holbrook, 18; Rose,
the field, finishing with 33 17; Smith. •; Woods, 4; Jordon,
points; 12 rebounds: and seven 4; Hare, 2; Bailey, Rador.
M..J..H Frosh: Hall, 33; Oaassists.
Gary Holbrook and Larry borne. 31: Munn. 14; Kaaee. 13;
TnmneU both scored 18 points Beckelhimer, 3; White. 1; Hess.
to share runner-up ltonors for
the Eastern Frosh In that department.
Holbrook also col
toctod eight rebounds. Chaster
As a part of Eastern's enROM was the only other double deavor to serve the communities
figure scorer, pouring in IT within the state, the Division of
points.
Continuing
Education, under
Marshall was tod In scoring Dean LaRue Coconougher, is in
and rebounding by Ricky Hall the process of organising exwho had 33 points and nine re tension classes for the spring
bounds.
Dave Oibome was semester. The following organiclose behind with 21 points.
sational meetings are presently
The hot shooting of Ottoman scheduled:
and Trunnell allowed the Baby
Wednesday, Jan. 18, at 5 p.m.,
Colonels to break the game open Ludlow High School, Ludlow.
early In the first half as they
Thursday, Jan. 19, at 8:48
moved to a commanding M to p.m.,
Durrett High
School,
37 lead at the midpoint and were Louisville.
never threatened afterward.
Monday, Jan. 38, at 8 p.m.,
Marshall's poor foul shooting Paris High School, Paris.

Classes Scheduled

Monday, January 18
Sophisticates—BOC(B)
Beef Bombs—Buckeyes
Bobcats—Walfords
Wolf Jaws—Greens
Mighty 7—Martin 4
Bob's Bugs—Pilots
Steelers—Badgers
Mugstoe—BOC(A)
Snakea-^JB A Famous Flames
Husstors—All Stars
Bulldogs—Vagabonds
Rebels—Banchees
Hedonists—Zombies
Tomcats—4-F*s
Round Ball Inc.—LouisvUllans
Faculty—Rachers
VMU—Cobbs
Deacons—Golden Eagles
eter's—BOC(B)
Minute Men—Grubworms
Ball Busters—Raiders
AXI—Miners
Jesters—Martin 4
Suitcase rs—Corruptors
De&nsUats—Celtics
Syndicate—Vikings
KTE—Pioneers
Undecided-Jets
Buffaloes—Slnclaims
Hotdogs— Dots Boys
Levis—Ringht Bank
Aggressors—Hudepohls
Wednesday, January

OOtXME LIFE nrSCBANOE COMPANY OF AMERICA

WILLIAM A. "mi"
MANZ
133 Windsor Driv.

Losers—Buckeyes
Sophisticates—Beef Bombs
Colonels—Greens
Minstalls—Pilots
Mighty 7—Bob's Bugs
Rambling Wrecks—Qrubworms
Wolfmen—BOC(A)
Wash.Co. Club—
JB A Famous Flames
Mugzies—Snaker
Spartans—Corruptors
Royals—Vagabonds
Gesells Raiders—Bachees
Bulldogs—Rebels
PBR's—Patriots
Dodgers—Marconis
Tomcats—LouisvUllans

PtWM 62344*0
THE
COLLEGE LIFE IN8URANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
18 'THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY COMPANY SELLING
EXCLUSIVELY TO COLLEGE MEN..
Featuring "THE BENEFACTOR,'' the life Insurance plan de
signed especially for college men, sold exclusively to college
men.

JXL

Eastern Adds Two Programs
(Ceasttaised Front Page One) Corps of Engineers of the Denation Eastern has Initiated partment of the Health, Educathese recreation curriculum*. In- tion and Welfare.
terested students will find many
Youth-Serving Organisations.
and varied opportunities for em- These organlaatlona
operate
ployment In recreation. Among largely on a membership basis
these are the following:
but seldom la membership exSchool, Municipal, County, clusive. Typical of the agencies
State Recreation Depta. Recrea- YWCA, the Boy Scouts and the
ion and park departments pro- Girl Scouts, Boys Clubs, and the
vide a large percentage of the Campflre Girls, who employ exyear round recreation service ecutives, assistants, and speciaand employ
superintendents; lists.
general supervisors; supervisors
Commercial Recreation. This
of special events, such aa athle- includes businesses which cater
tic*, swimming pools, and arts to the public demand for leisure
and crafts; directors of centers; time activities such as bowling
play leaders; specialist* such aa
and
billiard
establishments,
art, drama, senior, cltUena, and swimming aad fishing areas,
many otheva.
\ \
Church Recreation.
IncreasFederal AgeMtoa^O
ingly many churches are conprograms
The role of the national gov- ducting recreation
ernment In the recreation field that promote good fellowship
has evolved over the years and among their members and afa number of departments and ford a wise use of their leisure
bureaus provide recreation ser- time. Recreation leaders and
vices to the general public such coordinators are directing these
as the National Park Service of programs in many churches.
the Department of the Interior,
Industrial Recreation. A rethe Bureau of Outdoor Recrea- newed Interest on the part ol
tion, the Forest Service of the labor and management In the
Department of Agriculture, the recreation needs of workers and
their families has resulted in a
great expansion in the number
of industries providing recreation. Many Industries, especially those that employ large
FOUND — One bracelet was numbers of workers, have recrefound in the Administration ation programs directed by fullBuilding. It is a Speldel Iden- time recreation directors.
tification bracelet with USN on
Camping. Several Job opporIt and a name. If the owner tunities exist as camp execucan Identify It, pleaae contact tives, assistants, and counselors
Nancy Prlnael In the Progress In both private and public opOffice, room 8 Roark, or 606 erated camps.
McGregor Hall.
,

Bulletin Board

FOUND — A boy's key case
waa found on the Greyhound
bus from Tiexlngton.
It waa
found on Sunday, Jan. 8, 1987.
If the owner can Identify it,
please contact Nancy PrtnasL
either In the Progerss office, or
508 McGregor.

XrUg'* Wioriat
& (SrrrnlfiiUHP

Institutional Recreation. There
are opportunities for recreation
leaders in Institutions for the delinquent, defective, and dependent.
Hospitals.
This la another
new and rapidly expanding career
area for pfotasatotisl
trained recreators to work with
physical and mental patients.
Recreators are employed In Federal hospitals under the auspices
of the Veterans Administration
and the US Public Health Service, in state mental hospitals,
and In some private, municipal,
and county hospitals. Recreators are a part of the hospital
team while directing activities
that have therapeutic values.
Armed Forces. The Army Special Services recreation and
service club program requires
recreation supervisors and
leadens aa well aa directors of
crafts, sports, and entertainment The Air Force provides
recreation opportunities for Ma
personnel and their families
located near air bases.
It,
therefore, employs qualified recreation personnel aa recreation
managers, club directors, and
youth activities directors.
From such d large choice of
employment opportunities tt la
evident that the Individual with
the personal and professional
qualifications will find an opportunity for satisfying service.
Any students Interested In a
career aa a recreates* may secure additional Information by
contacting the Recreation Curriculum Coordinator at room 138,
Alumni Coliseum.
T

GLYNDON TAILOR SHOP
We Feature
/ Sport Coats and Slacks tailored to measure
i/ Ladies' Suits, Coats & Dresses

Altered
/ Zippers and pockets of all kinds
•/ Suede leather elbow patches,
all colors
HOTEL BUILDING - THIRD STREET
623-1308
J. T. BALLEU
—

■ ■■■■■> n

Real CLASS in slacks that
NEVER NEED IRONING

C-COtUCI. Kestacky •efcenlr, ess elite* »r»eas*iaa •*»»•»» (•*■
s leckelee s Dears.) er. slifiM* tor • cMtosetag ***! •* «7J"
eotittox eeitosee tot celleae traeWer .It-eat aentos* eue...,lr.a
•ark eiserleate. ItoiMeats •liajitoility li -set to .ra.yrflea free, aa*
•ccre.lt.* celleae er eereersiry.
t-UAMKMIP. Off 1,008 career ssssrrwMsi ere steitoM* NOW
tor eeslifie*- Keatsx.. eslto|e sad ..Irarsrty !»■■'.". H *+* •■
the toW War* and retotod "Hs/s/s, PrrfesaW' «tJ* **B*, «•*•
tacky State Gwsrs—s«■
GIADUATI STUDY: » re. aertom arrectreer.. a CrWtrtj **■
§,am, Insist to fas Meitafi Deeres « Sec* Wars er a RsrsfW
fit M, may to ftoaacsd etoto yea cesrlsse toll-MsM work storm,
with toll sesefiti aad isHraaasat creert.
i-HAHLUNG.
Carter ssaeitaalttoi tor «rse» acttoa "kejatoa
•saple" era aearlaale ssv la risk (I) Departs*** sea Aeeec.es of
(Ceatatto Stato Caiersasest.
M-MANrOWM. Meat H.mmm ftoafs Itoeafli SseW welfare sad
Heefts Caret* rWWeas awata etaat assert swats sad efeecles of
Kearacky Stato Ga.araasest toeatao la All Ges.rspa.t Areas */ Kestacfty. Mast of these career eaaertaaitiea ere with the Kentucky DeserMMat ef Ecsseilc Sscartty. The Geef/essic Area ol Greatest
Mead is festara Keatacfty.
t-tMAKTMHOUCN. "ftofa Pee** Hfi, Tr>e»«rVti" Climb T* A
letter UM Highly treii.ee' as* inaglsstlti seefetsreaats era reajairtd tor Keataeky's chalieaetae oes camples hum«« warfare sraansji Haas aad tswirreal

"Don't Say It
with Flowers, Say
It with Kelly's

FRENCH LAJKUAtt
AMD LITERATURE
HONORS PR06RAII
(courses is French university exclusively)

ART AND ART HISTORY
SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEDITERRANEAN AREA STUDIES
Clssses is English and Frsaeh sstisfyini
currkulum and credit requirements of over
280 Americsn Colleges and Universities.
Students live in French homes. Total costs
equivalent to those at private universities
and colleges In the United States.

"SEMESTER PROGRAM IN AVIGNON"
"SUMMER PROGRAM
IN AIX EN PROVENCE"
Write:

INSTITUTE FOR
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
(founded 1997)
2 bis. rue du Bon Pesteur
AIX-CN PROVENCE. FRANCE
Telephone: France (Code 91) 27.92,39
or (Code 91) 27.69.01

^SJIiME
TO
GET TOP CHOICE

USED CARS

cox
FORD
BIO HILL AYE.

DIAL 623 3253
iHhn—!

~

mkMi
&

Flowers."

JM onruRATRD

WELCOMES ALL

Col Us For Prompt

EASTERN STUDENTS

Free Delivery:

STOP AND SHOP
FOR NAME BRAND

623-4998

MERCHANDISE
The only local store to
RBBBCCARUTH
CANDY.

• Puritan

^

Huso. Coats
• Arrow

Meet New Friends Just off Campus on 2nd. St.

Wldetrack Shirts

VARSITY GRILL

• McGrea-or
omefa WBaTinefei

Open To Serve You 10 AM - 8 PM, 7 days a week.

• Pendleton
Wool Shirts

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY ON A DINNER,
PLATTER AND SANDWICH SPECLAL-OF-THE-DAY.

WHAT All TNI FINANCIAL AND OTNIt ADVANTAGES OP SERVICE
WITN KENTUCKY STATI GOVERNMENT?
• SALAKIIS MG/N at $5,232.00 ssd raws* re JI5.000.00 far these

Topsters

Abe Your Choice Every Day at Regular Lew Menu Price* ef:
26 DINNERS. 12 VEGETALES, 35 SANDWICHES. 6 PLATTERS.
And a complete Soda Fountain Service.

•Bd

• STATl tMHOYMINT OfflK: aaeeal laereme.ts
tick leer.; esscaHessI lease with say tor atedasta
ad Hte

A UsrewsHy year la AU es Preteaei aaatr
the Mispress of Sw IMIvtrsity of Ah-hUrstills (founded 1409).
EUROPEAN AREA STUDIES

IN A NEW OR

i/ Shirts and Trousers tapered
GRADUATING SENIORS
Why Not Climb To A Professional
Career in One of the Helping Services
of Kentucky State Government?

STUDY IN
SOUTHERN FRANCE

thirteen
cfcel-

• Palm Beach
Hopsack Sport Coats,
Herringbone

at u data seenr erstee*.

Sport Coats

Save 10% On All Meals By Using Our Special Student Meal Tickets!
.
I. rtfONstOtWWTI.

MOMI:

■a JAMIS ». TBOHTIOK
ATTCNTIOMi rCOJICT UT
■aTAMMKirf Or ■CONOsTtO ■acuatTT
DIVISION Of rEBSONNKL AND TBAININO
MBW CAriTOL ANNEX
FBANKrOBT, KSNTUCXT
«tSSI
ABr.ACODE SIS

tit-Sit*

rre.akf.rl.Ky.

2. MG/SrM YOUR CAMfft fNTMfSrS WIFM TOO« CAMM fUCIMfNT SWVfCr rtoasusisg e sersese., MCSTSSSI totorvhssr cea.
Mratoff these career laasrtaartiri erth tea s| ear mniHmmt mil
3. fILL OUT AND MAIL TO ASOVI fHANKfO*T A0OMSS.

SCKSDfJlS Bta rOB AN INTBBV1SW:

m.

^ta.e.lt a, aeeteewl. efflieatttl laleevtesr

,J

Fl*.kfrrt

FARAH

Mcaraaror
Bernhard Altaian

Stacks In the
BOO ton's popular new
fashion fabric Hopaock - make) a perfect
data-mate) tor your
favorite sport coat or
bkiiar. Waar and
wash psrf act ly - dry
neat as rww.

H.I.S
Farsh
leSM
Hif-rlns Dress

Cetera Mack. Olive, lee)

Colofnea

Wat* artsIT'
ivtsta*

English Lather

$700

■r
MASK Mkts .
Mrs.
"
relief. Namaf ASSreM
H.a.. MalllaI ASSetM
j I al.rtally aaS/ee Cttof.

["••"
• Dal. el

MO-

Jantaen
Arrow

Canoe
JaoaBaat

&

aJH 4!l

Taks Fire
Plpta* Rich

IXCORPORATBD

mm

*

«r»*aatta«
I Dale eT AxaeSeMaHr le. Ka>pl»ya>.al

British Sterhna;

200 I 214 MAIN STRttl

ai

' ■'•: CtA-X Ml siriisii?
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The Season Arrived For Ski Sweaters And Sportswear

sal

Thi* mmn of the year, be- brown around the neck and at
ing: so well known for ita mow the bottom of the sweater.
Mis* Parson* is wearing a
and cold weather, help* to
By NANCY EAT PKlNZaX
make aid sweaters and alack* pair of dark brown wool stretch
Women'* Editor
seta the moat pojnUar type of pant* to give her ski sweater
Westminister Shew* Film
coeds' sport* apparel.
These outfit that "total look." Her
Westminister Fellowship's prooutfit* are nice for skiing or shoe* are also dark brown loafgram for last Sunday consisted
juat sitting around an open fire era. Mlaa Parsons la a Junior,
of a film, "The Parable" which
and roeatlng marahmallow* or and she is from Columbia.
was very good and also extrehaving a friendly get-together.
mely controversial. The Qlm
Fancy Slack* Seta Are For
Many of the student* enjoy
was shown at the New York
Thoae Informal Parties
going to »kl resorts In and
World's Fair In Billy Grahams
Many of the fancy sweater*
Pavilion.
around Kentucky, and theae ski
sweater* are the most appropri- are designed ao that they come
This coming Sunday, the Qlm
ate type of apparel. The pants below the hips. Theae sweaters
"Service Unlimited'
will be
moat fashionable with
shown. The film Is about the
suits are also very popular thia are
slacks,
because
they
are
too
year for modern sports apparel.
Presbyterian School of Christian
long to be worn with skirt*.
Education.
Be—on Ope— For
Theae sweaters are usually
Sad Sweater*
knitted in many colors ao that
Ski sweaters come In all types a variety of slacks can be worn
Photo Club To Moot
The Photo Club will moot on
of design* and color*. The moat with them.
They frequently
January
10. The meeting will
popular design* are. centered have a white background with
be at 6:90 p.m. In the Science
around the neck and around the either stripes or flowered debottom of the sweater. Then signs of other colors.
there la a solid color between
Appearing here In a white
the two designs. Fashionable wool slipover fancy sweater Is
ACE Ha* "Activity Night
color* for these ski sweaters are Judy Habekost. Her sweater
With ChUdrea"
red and black; orange and has the high boat neckline, and
The Association for Childhood
brown; and red, white and blue. features the
Education had an "Activity
three
quarter
This type of sweater is featured length sleeves. For trim. Miss
Night
With
Children"
on
In two popular styles; one style Habekost's
Wednesday. Doe. 14, in the Gibsweater features
is the cardigan which button* colorful balls of pale pink, charson Building. About 60 childdown the center front, and the treuse, yellow and turquoise.
ren from Model Lab School, Kit
other la a pullover that only They are attached to her sweaCarson, etc. participated along
has an opening at the neck.
with ACE members and student
ter and go all the way around
Becky Parson* la appearing the bottom of her sweater.
teachers. The program was
here In a orange and brown
centered on a Christmas theme,
Miss Habekost is also wearcardigan ski sweater. Since it ing light turquoise slacks, to
Involving
arts,
music and
doe* button up the front, Mlaa match the turquoise balls on her
games.
Parsons 1* wearing a white sweater. Her shoes are also
The children were divided
blouse
underneath, trimmed fancy casuals, they feature the
Into two age groups)—K-8 and
with an eagle pin on the collar. T-strap design. Miss Habekost
grades 4-«.
While the first
Her sweater features the solid is a sophomore, and she is from
group worked In arts, the other
color in the middle, which in this West Alexandria, Ohio.
groups had fun in games. Later
case I* a pale orange. The dethe groups switched activities.
Pants Suit* Are Especially
sign Is displayed by a dark
Nice For Casual Parties
In the arts, the material*
Pants suits have hit the fashused were wood, veneer, paste,
construction paper,
p""^*qg
Seated around the fireplace, left to right,
ion scene this year, more than
kost, and Jennie White.
are: Becky Parsons, Jim Kurz, Judy Habematerial, etc. While some chilany year in the past. They us^
Photo by Rob Kumler
dren made Christmas ornaually have skirts that can also
Her shoes are dark brown can be mixed and matched.
be worn with the jacket. Pants
suits are usually featured in leather, and her purse matches These make a coed's wardrobe
wool, cotton or corduroy. The them. Miss White is a Junior, seem mucn larger than what it
cotton and corduroy ones are and she Is from Louisville.
is. And they come in handy
most often featured In cotton Pant* Suite And Slacks Seta for those unexpected informal
Very Popular Among Coeds
or corduroy.
dates.
Miss Jeannle White is shown
Almost every coed needs some
here in a beige and brown tweed slacks and casual sweaters to
pants suit The Jacket has ad- wear to those informal occasImpounded waters from the
ded design consisting of three ions. They are nice for infor- Aswan High Dam are expected
rounded
pockets. And Miss mal parties and get-togethers, to flood the Nile River at Abu
White's slacks also featured the and are most appropriate for Slmbel Aug. 16. Statues and
tapered look In the legs.
To sitting around an open fireplace temples are being cut Into secUVAVR FIR8T
PIRRT QUALITY
railAI ITV aV
add to her outfit, Miss White Is or going sklinng.
Truetone* Guitar
tions as big as 19 tons for reALWAYS
wearing a brown poor boy
Most girls now do prefer the assembly in a safe place 312
Big size . .. big tone! Lamsweater, also trimmed la
matching sets, especially ones feet higher, above the doomed
inated crack-proof body.
eagle pin.
that feature many colors and alto.
Steel reinforced neck. Adjustable bridge. 5DC9513

''

ments, others worked with lb.
Boiler's Industrial art class for
elementary
teachers.
Some
second graders made houses and
stables out of vsnssr, and many
sixth graders made n resale,
Christmas trees, and rocket
ships from wood. One fifth
grader made a mounted horse's
bead that was completed with
mane and bridle.
The categories of the games
played were openers, rhythm
games, folk dances, stunts, individual games, and dual activities. These games varied with
the different groups.
The program was closed with
music. As the children were
led from the rooms to front of
the Gibson Banding, they

wi .

A new club on campus, Kappa
Bpatlon, is a religious function
sponsored by the Church of
Ood. Meetings are every other
Thursday; they take place at
7 pjn. in Combs 324. Evsijissa
Is welcome to attend the mast
lngs. A special guest spiahes
will be present at the next meet.
tag scheduled for January It.
Reverend Jeffrey Bimpoun win
speak to the group that 1* present.

GIRARD LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
UNIVERSITY TRUST
Agent On Campus In
Room 817 Dupree It
DALE FRANCIS

A LEGAL RESERVE
STOCK COMPANY

For A Complete Line Of Life Insurance,
Whole Life. Ten Pay Life, Family Plan,
and More, Call 623-9582.

inmcnift

Saturdays 9 to 8

COMPAREI The very Attest in fabrics, ouofity, cororrvcrion. Even ot meir
reovler prices, renney'i Adorma* foimdotfam ore way ahead In fashion and
vafoel Cos** in today and scoop these sovfagsl
SAVE ON THESE BEST-SELLING MAS Natural coafour Docran*
ond Koder* poly.st.r Itberiltts . . . many wMi me magic of lycra* spondexl
Styles for every figure in fashion . . . designs for fatter figures!
SAVE ON THESE BEST-SttLING GIRDLES fteawto, girdle, or
fang-leg ponty styles . . . cool, comfortable sport brlefsl Choose me style designed to make the least of your Agere problems. Many with lycra* ipondssl
. -ei

LAST 2 DAYS

Money
Down!

A 395

tJ

WESTERN
AUTO
— GOING OUT OF BUSINESS —
ALL MDSE. REDUCED
NAME BRANDS

BULOVA, KEEPSAKE, LONGINES,
ART CARVED, SPEIDEL,
ORANGE BLOSSOM, ZIPPO

KESSLER'S
Richmond's Leading Jewelers For Over 25 Years
Next To Begley Drug
623-1292

i!

DIAMOND

BYMMRTRV

. . PROM »100

McCORD3

Jewelry

RINGS)

OF THE Wl

djj&EBSa

NEW, IMPROVED, MEDICATED
DERMA FRESH* HAND LOTION

"WHERE YOUR
CREDIT IS
ALWAYS GOOD"

134 Wast Main

sal*

61

d ox. size

flee. He. New, improved medicated hand lotion. Help heel rough dry hands At no ordinary
lotion can! Hands look younger, chapping and
minor irritations are quickly soothed. Give your
hands a beauty treatment, and save, too!

Our own
Adonna
foundations
goon
sale at
savings
of 15%
to 25%!
Limited
time
only!

>

a

Christmas seat*. All tn all. It
waa hard to decide who had the
most fun—the children or the
ACS

SHOP PENNEYS Monday thru Friday 9 to 5.30

Twin cutaway design! 4inlaid markers. Tone,
volume controls. Modern
red finish! 5DC9521

'
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Stale Police Offe* Tipt

c

For Safe Winter Driving

CALENDAR

AMPUS

EKU Cadets
Honored

Board Of Regents Approves Changes

Lykln* Dale, publisher of the Upon completion of i
(
1)
Two Cadet* of the Week were 9640.000
and a loan of federal Cincinnati Enquirer, which was vice on the university farm, the
Plan
every
maneuver
on
chosen
Just
before
vacation,
and
The director of Kentucky State
funds at three percent Interest conferred Jan. 6 at the dedica- remainder of the building will
one was selected this weak. for another 8744.000 to kelp fin- tion program for the Crabpe Li- be converted into classrooms.
AcPolice. Colonel Jam** K. Baas- or ice well In advance.
celerate,
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KYMA Club
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Stop in-soon and take a tour through tha store
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Christian Science Organisation
„
4:16 pjn.
University 101
while the selections are great.
4:16 pjn.
Christian Science Organisation
COLLEGE and CAREER
University 101
Oymnastlcs Club
5:80-7:80
N. 2nd St.
Ph. 623-4200
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Weaver Oym
9:00 pjn.
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Weaver Pool
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Newman Club
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Young Republican* Chib
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Richmond's Family
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Sigma Chi Delta
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CITY TAXI

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

Jaiiary CLEARANCE

24 Hour Service

623-1400

> ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SANE OFFICE

r
i

I
I

CLEARANCE

I

1/^ off

i

CHRYSLERS
„. IMPORT CARS

ELDERS

Store

-Since 1893-

Music Student WO! Preterit Piano Concert
Eastern's Department of Music
will present Sally Ann Rose, a
senior piano major In the Bach-

BURGERMATIC

elor of Music Education Program, In a recital tonight.
Tha performance will be given
in the roster Music Building,
room 800, at 8:16 p.m.
Mies Rose win play compositions by Bach, Beethoven, Chopin and CaaeUa.
The public to Invited to attend
this piano recital this evening.

Simca - Alpine
Tiger - Minx
Sunbeam
Alpine
Imp
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY
"For ttw lest in Economy Automobile's,
col or so* Gip Pork* or Lester Evertoit"

Snow generally Is formed by
•rater vapor that crystallises
directly Into Ice from gas without becoming liquid.

HOME OF THE "BIG B" BURGER
15c Hamburgers 20c Shakes

15c French Fries

.

Fish Sandwiches

-V

Chuckwaaons

°A Located on the Eastern By-Pass
Cami

Now and Sat.
, f«,/////

CHICKEN BOXES

Mekans can't scare
you wtien you're armed
wUh Cliff's Notes, As
youreed"TsleOfTwo
Cltlea,"your Cliffs
III provide a
complete explanation
and summery of every
chapter. It will do wooCnrTs In smoothing the
"rough" • pot* and Incresting your understanding. And don't
atop with Dickons.
There are more than
125CWraNotes ready
to help you make bat*
ter grades m every literature courts.

^<Aj.

Flick
en incrodiblot orgy of

HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM
January it — Thursday
THE BIRDS DO IT
Soupy Sales, Tab Hunter,
Doris Dowllng, Mildred
Dunnock
January IS — Friday
BEHOLD A PALE HOBSB
Gregory Peck, Anthony Qulnn,
Omar Sharif
January 14 — Saturday
HAVING A WILD WEEK END
The Dave Clark Five

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS
FrMiy Emits Only!
Starting it 7 p.m.
RBAY IHt 131

Meet the World's u
NO.l
CHICKEN
SALESMAN

January 18 — Wednesday
THE SPY WHO CAME IN"
FROM THE COLD
Richard Burton, Claire Bloom,
Oscar Werner

taannwB

ferrttvief,
feihjfts

STARTS SUNDAY!
(4 fm SmSnrdjMT an* imp a i

ftatstpBJafche.

January 16 — Monday
THE UGLY DACHSHUND
Dean Jones, Suzanne Pleshette,
Charlie Buggies
No Movie — Land!* Baker,
January it — Tuesday

umWWmCm

cjant FONoa-jason RpsaRPS

The Little House
200V& SOUTH THIK0 STREET

COLONEL RESTAURANT
MtjHBAi

Did 423-4158

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, BoytV.
"Dobie GittU," etc.)

ITS A NORTH WIND THAT BLOWS NO GOOD
Crushed between the twin millstones of January
weather and final exams, you are saved from total despair, poor devils, only by the knowledge that winter vacation will soon be here.
Where will you go this year? Will it be Florida again,
or are you tired of jails? Then how about Puerto Rico?
A most excellent notion, say I. A balmy and bounteous
island with long white beaches and blue, blue skies and
green, healing seas. And, most pleasant of all, the warm
and gracious people of Puerto Rico! You don't even have
to knov Spanish to communicate with this friendly folk.
Just Itarn three simple phrases and-you'll get along
splendidly: "Buenos dUu" which means "Good morning,"
"Grocior' which means "Thank you," and "One $erd
sera" which means "Your llama is on my foot"
In order to help you enjoy the fabled land of Puerto
Rico it would be well for me to supply a bit of historical
background. (It would also be well for me to say a few
words about Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades because the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel
Blades pay me to write this column and they are inclined
to sulk if I omit to mention their product. Of course, they
don't stay gloomy long, for they are kindly, cheery men
fond of Morris dancing, spelling bees, and temperance
punch—fine, upright types, as true and gleaming and
durable as the blades they make. And if you've tried
Personna's, you know how true and gleaming and durable
that is! And if you haven't tried Personna's, poor devil,
you've cheated both your purse and face, for Personna's
last and last, shave after luxury shave, cloee, clean, nickless, hackless, tugless, gougeless, scratchless, matchless.
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades come in Double
Edge or Injector style and are made only by the makers
of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades.)
But I digress. Back to the history of Puerto Rico. The
island was discovered by that popular discoverer Christopher Columbus. Incidentally, considering Columbus'
popularity, it's odd we know so little about him. What do
we really know? Only this:
He was born in Genoa on August 25, 1451, the son of
Ralph T. Columbus, a knee-cymbal vendor, and Eleanor
(Swifty) Columbus, a low hurdler. He was an only child
except for his five brothers and eight sisters. From early
childhood he was an avid reader and spent all his waking
hours immersed in a book. Unfortunately, there was only
one book in Genoa at the time—Core of the Hone by
Aristotle—and after 18 years of reading Core of the
Horse, Columbus grew restless. When rumor reached
him there was another book in Madrid, off he ran aa fast
as his little fat legs would carry him.
Disappointment, alas, awaited him there. The only book
in Madrid was Cuidar un Cdbollo, wh ich proved to be nothing more than a Spanish translation of Care of the Horse.
Then one day Columbus heard from a traveller that
there were millions of books in India, and he waat instantly ablaae to aet aail. Oft* he ran on his little fat legs
to the court of Ferdinand and Isabella (Columbus, though
more than six feet tall, was plagued with little ?at legs
all his life) and, as we all know, he persuaded tL e Spanish rulers to outfit him with three stout ships, tha Flopsy,
the Mopsy, and the Cottontail, and the rest is history I

Rkhmoad, Ky.

January 10 — Thursday
Ne Movie — Audubon Lecture
January SO — Friday
THE GBEAT SPY MISSION
Sophia Loren, George Peppard.
Trevor Howard, Tom
Courtenay

ONE DAY ONLY
Thursday, January 12, 1967

LONDON GRAFICA ARTS

January 91 — Saturday
Ne Movie — Basketball —
Northern IHIaeie University
January IS — M»sstsy
THE WRONG BOX
' John Mills, Nanette Newman,
Michael Caine. Ralph
Richardson. Peter Sellers
January 84 — Tuesday
SEVEN WOMEN
Anne Bancroft, Margaret
Lelghton, Sue Lyon, Eddie
Albert
January 16 — Wednesday
THE YELLOW BOLLS BOYCE
Rex Harrison, Ingrid Bergman,
Shirley MacLain, Omar Sharif.
Alan Delon, Jeanne Moreau
Ticket Office Opens 1-.— TM.
Admission 50c ChUdrea Ui
It — 88c
•*

presents an exhibition
and sale of original
lithographs, etchings, wood cuts

Chagall
Oassatt

MaUlol
Plcassi

CLEAEAHCE
% To Vz Off

Toulouse-Lautrec
Van Dssjgm

aad many ethers moderately ptleoi

CAR COATS
DRESSES

Ccmmack Building

ltfcOO tun. • 9*00 p.m.

SUITS

SKIRTS ft SWEATERS
COCKTAIL DRESSES
EVENING DRESSES

Well sir, now you know all about the origins of Puerto
Rico. So get packed and get going! You'll love it! Stroll the
beaches, swim the coves, breathe the fragrance of hibiscus
and bougainvillea. And remember always that the friendly
Puerto Ricans are delighted to show you their customs,
teach you their language. Why, I'll wager you'll soon know
far more Spanish than the three basic phrases. You'll know
•■Hastalavitta" which means "Seeyou later.""Por favor"
which means "Please," and "El tren ee part en lae ettocion" which means "Your llama has eaten my passport."
e • •
•uavnvaanaana
Creates* from the makers of Personna for giving our
blades such m cordial reception, and, par fmvor, hem
about frying another of our luxury shaving
■wna Shave, regular or mentholf
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Alumni Office Wishes News From Grads!

I

By LORRAINE FOLEY
any other news of interest you
Atamnl News MI tor
would care to share with the
We hope th*t each of you alumni office and your friends
bad a happy holiday season antf through the Progress.
JANE HENDREN HODGES.
wish for you a moat happy,
healthful and prosperous new '37. of 528 Rosemont Garden,
Lexington, is vocal music teachyear.
Aim. we would like to ask a er in Cardinal Valley Elem.
favor of you! If you had any School, Fayette County.
HELEN BUSH STEPHENchang* in Job, status etc. please
let us hear from you. We have SON, '42. of 3364 BeUefonte
'
Drive,
Lexington is teaching at
beard from very few of you
atnee the beginning of this cur- Mary Todd School In Fayette
rent school term and would County.
RALPH W. CLARKE. '4«. retike to know of your whereabouts and "doing*" since then. ceived his MA at University
Let ua know concerning posi- of Ky. and is now associate protion, marriages, weddings and fessor, dept of Ed., East TenPRIVATE
FARMS

&

AUCTION SALES
RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

CVtUli '- ■

<SburLin

REALTORS

Orrici 623-3830
HOME 623-6380

PHONES:

| MARIOS

127 WEST IRVINE

ST

RICHMOND. KY.

_ ♦

The finest h.

i nessee State University and his . teacher in special education at Their mailing address Is Route Mr. Rolfert served S years in
mailing address Is 2417 Hufflne i Trenton High School. Trenton, 2. Winchester 40301.
the armed forces and Is emCircle, Johnson City, Term. <j.
Capt. JAMES C. PUCE, '50, ployed at Cincinnati Bell Tele37601.
is
now
serving
a
12
months
phone Co. Pat is a 3rd grade
EVA DAVIS CUNDIFF, '66,
CONRAD C. OTT. '48, Is teaches slow learners (primary) tour of duty in Vietnam. He teacher at Taylor Elem School
superintendent of Akron Public at Oak Hills local School Dist., and Betty have two children, and resides at 3030 Shadycrest,
Schools at 70 North Broadway, Cincinnati. She and Kelly re- Connee Louise, 3H and Douglas Cincinnati, O. 45230.
Akron. Ohio 44308.
side at 2213 RolUngrtdgrLane, Eugene, 1. Capt. Pike's address CRAIO—ORME
ROCCO PIGANELL. '49, is Cincinnati 45238 with then- son is Office of the Comptroller, HQ
DIANA R CRAIO, '65, was
MACV. APO San Francisco married to Harold G. Orme, Jr.
teaching at Centennial High Ronald.
08243.
His
family
is
located
at
School, Pueblo, Colo. He Is
on July 2, 1066. They are makVERLJN DOSSETT, Jr. '58,
married to the former Lucille teaches in the Lynch. Ind. 3804 Ridge Road. Annandale, ing their home at Maysville
Va.
22003
during
his
absence.
41056. Diana Is *—"»»«ng in the
Flores and they have five chil- Schools, Lynch. He and Corinne
THURMAN A. BUM- Maysville School System.
dren: Rocco, Roxanne, Chris, have two children, Terry Diane
Timothy and Jon Darren. Roc- and Robin Ann. Their mailing GARDNER, '60, is principal of O'BANION—HENDERSON
Blackberry Grade School. He
co's mailing address is 3225 address Is Box 633, Lynch.
BEVERLY ANN O'BANION,
resides at Phelps 41553. He and '64, and David Henderson were
Brookfleld. Pueblo 81004.
CLESTON
and
MARY
RERuth have three children, Step- married on June 18, 1066 and
MAJOR ROBERT S.
SCHNEIDER, '58, retired from BECCA COPE SAYLER, both hanie, Savoya and Thurman II. their mailing address Is 4071
MA
'50.
are
teaching
at
Mt.
JOHN A. CALLAHAN. '61. Glen Este Road, Cincinnati, O.
the Army In December, 1066
School. They and his wife, Shirley, have 45245.
and Is empolyed by TWA as a Vemon High
have
three
sons,
Howard,
John
moved
to their new home at 8EA—-HARLOW
flight engineer. He and his
NANCY GERALDXNE SEA.
wife, the former DOROTHY and Cleston Anthony. Their 21257 Robinwood, Farmlngton
Mich. 48024 with their four '64, was married to Richard
CRADT, '55. reside at 1017 mailing address is Broadhead.
children,
Mike,
Mark,
Karen
and
JOHN BELLM, '50, Is cost acHarlow, Jr. in June, 1066 and
Taffeta Drive, Valley Station
count at ARCO, better known Kevin. John represents Anchor they reside in Lawreneeburg
40172.
Hocking
Glass
Corp.
in
the
Deas
WLW,
In
Cincinnati.
His
where she is teaching.
FREDA RENNDC WILSON.
'56, la not teaching but at home wife, the former BARBARA troit area.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
WEBSTER,
'58,
teaches
senior
with her two boys, Howard
WEDDINGS
KENNETH RAY SMITH,
Joseph, 7, and Harold David, 3. English at Campbell Co. High. KELLER—ROLFERT
'40.
and
his wife, the former
Her husband, Walter, is associ- They have a three year old son,
PATRICIA ANN KELLER, DOROTHY BRANDHORST,
ate systems analyst for IBM Todd Lyle, and receive their '65, was married July 16, 1066 '52, welcomed their fourth child,
and they reside at 552 Hi Crest mall at Box 11B Poplar Ridge, to William H. Rolfert, Jr. at a daughter, Patricia Ann, on
Alexandria 41001.
Drive, Lexington 40505.
Oroesbeck Methodist Church. May 11th, 1B0S. The welcoming
RODNEY SMITH, '56, and
KENNETH CUNNINGHAM,
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■sTaTgWWl
Gayla reside at 8653 Somer- '50, Is a quality technical! at
ville Jacksonburg Rd., Middle- Sylvanla Elec. In Winchester.
town. Ohio 45042 with their He and his wife, the former
three children, Richard, Rena BILLTE WISEMAN, '60, have
and Derrick.
Rodney Is a two children, Kathy and Keith.

ICE WHALEN COY, '60.
make their home at 7847 !
Lane, Franklin, O.
IN MEMOBIAM
Mr. ORVILLE K. PRICE, I
passed away on December
1008 at his daughter's hem
Michigan. His death wio,
result of a heart attack.
Price had been mayor ef
•anger for several yean.

TELEVISION REPAIR,
j

Specialist In Transistors.
Phonographs. Car Radios
CLICK'S RADIO & T.V.
W. Irvine Street

Phone 623-3271

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

DM * DANCE IN OUR rWVATf. CAMPUS ROOM

I committee Included Tommy, 10Susan, 8; and Steve, 6.
Mr.
Smith has been district maaacer
of the Louisville office for the
Keystone Readers Service for
the past 12 years. Their mailing address U 301 BUtmore
Road, Louisville 40207.
A daughter, Jamie Denis*
was born on February 26 1M6
to JAMES COT. '58, and JAN-

Your Favorite Meeriso, Place,

if you're too busy -studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for you.''

Eastern Students and Faculty

2 Mocks off W. Main,

teo hiring

Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

"Martiniiing"

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

WELCOME TO

S-dwlcMi —d Cewseere

MAT

^oDapo^m ana

423-5331

r

SOUTH SECOND STREET

The MOST in Dry Cleaning
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LOUNDRY
Two Drive-ln Windows
•23-3939

311 W. I

•+VM.

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus

Central Music Co.

Insurance Needs
of Eastern's Men

Richmond's Only
Record Shop

for Five Yean."

See BUDDY PtRTLE, Your
College MASTER Representative
FROM COAST TO COAST, YOUR LEADER

"THE FINEST IN MUSIC
Located Corner First and Water Sts.

IN SALES TO COLLEGE MEN

FIRESTONE TOWN
AND COUNTRY
SNOW TIRES

STOP and SNACK at

BURGER BROIL

DELCO
BATTERIES

Lots Of Spoiling Attention
VALVOLINE
ANTI-FREEZE
AND
MOTOR OILS

■*

—*

CLASS OF '64
New York Life Insurance Company
111 Bennington Court
623-4688

MODERN

Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans

DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241 W. MAIN ST.

E. IRVINE ST.

RICHMOND, Ky.

Next to Kroger
Parking Let

STOP IN AT THE

COLLEGE SERVICE STATION

DIAL

ess-ieeo

Plenty Of Free Parking

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.
"Serving the

B»rtu.A«.

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

MO HILL AVE.
Across from
Colonel Drive-ln

For All Your Cleaning. Laundry
and Alteration Needs
We Like Richmond, Home of
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

FIRESTONE TIRES
AND TUBES

EXCELLENT SERVICE IS SPELLED
HM

Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
ana French Fries.

Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry « Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
Wast Main Street

Richmond, Ky

R-Y-M-E-L-L
The Friendly Man with the Better Brand
says, "Come By and Get Acquainted."

WCHMONO DRIVE IH THEATRE
4 Miles South On U.S. 16
BEREA ROAD
PHONE CtS-1718

IN Car Heaters
TONIGHT & SUNDAY

Announces

I* Semi-Annual

featance

HOW IH PROGRESS
ALL THESE NAME BRAND SHOES
ARE NOW ON SALE
/ Town & Country / Bostonians
/ Lifestride
s/ Nunn Bu$h

/ Red Cross
/ Sandier of
Boston
/ Arpeggio
/ Dexter
■L

/ Pedwin
/ Roblee
/ Buster Brown
/Viner

The personal story behind a
sex survey...from the controversial best selling novel.
WCI—COUH* tnaWMNMIROS

CheveHe Malibu Sport Coupe with new standard safety features through

Thrives on quick decisions...but so relaxing inside.
Give it a mile and it takes a mile. Run it
through an s-curve and it comes out flat
smooth, and confident. CheveHe Malibu.
The no-nonsense car from Chevrolet.
When it comes to turning on the steam,
CheveHe is no slouch. Its Turbo-Fire 283
provides plenty of zip when you need it.

GM

Inside, the Malibu Sport Coupe abounds
with rich, soft carpeting, a thickly padded
instrument panel, and seats for five if you
need them.
Visit your Chevrolet dealer's soon. Let •
maneuverable Malibu bring out the driving
man in you.

Now at your Chevrolet dealer's

■

